
The Dutch House Book club questions 

1. The story was narrated from Danny’s perspective.  How might the story have been 
different if told from Maeve’s point of view? 

2. There are many descriptions of the Dutch House throughout the novel. What was your 
image of the Dutch House?  

3. What is the nature of the relationship between Danny and Maeve? What explains the 
longevity? 

4. Wealth, poverty, and class issues are obviously at play in this novel. What do you think 
Patchett is trying to say about wealth, poverty, and class in America? 

5. The story is full of humour. Is there a specific sentence or paragraph which made you 
smile or laugh? 

6. How did you feel about the jumps in time in the novel? Did the places where the 
narration moved forward in time make sense? Did it seem necessary for this novel to 
span such a large expanse of time in these characters’ lives?  

7. Select 2 characters. One you were drawn to and one who annoyed you. Why did you 
feel this way?  

8. How much damage was done by not telling Andrea first about Cyril’s death. Why do 
you think she was so horrible to Danny and Maeve?  

9. What forces --- familial, social, cultural --- might explain why the two males, Cyril and 
Danny, are in various ways “excused...from all responsibility” about the lives and 
struggles of the girls and women in the house? What explains why Elna Conroy 
abandoned her children? Would we have judged her less harshly if she was a male? 

10. “The fact that I had never wanted to be a doctor was nothing more than a footnote to a 
story that interested no one.” Medical school wasn’t the only way to spend heavily on 
education. Danny easily could have bilked the trust by getting an MBA and a law 
degree at Harvard. Why then, did Patchett chose medical school? And how did Danny’s 
profound disinterest in medicine affect the story? 

11. What explains the “insatiable appetite for the past” that Maeve and Fluffy shared? How 
does one determine when connections to the past are healthy or restrictive? 
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